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Ensu ring
a quality finish for your Accoya products,
that will stand the test of time

Finished by

Accoya ® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan Wood Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Accsys
Technologies PLC, and may not be used or reproduced without written permission. Accoya wood should always be installed and
used in accordance with the written instructions and guidelines of Accsys Technologies and/or its agents (available upon request).
Accsys Technologies accepts no liability for any defect, damage or loss that may occur where such written instructions and
guidelines are not adhered to.

Here are some of the beneﬁts of
coating Accoya wood:

Accoya®
delivers quality that lasts and
so do we.

Butlers Spray Centre uses the
following coatings brands:

Performance
Low risk of shrinkage, swelling, jamming, insects
and fungi damage, means future repair costs are
kept to a minimum.
And what’s more, it stays that way – a 50 year
above ground, and 25 year below ground and
freshwater warranty are testament to the fact
that you can expect to enjoy your Accoya wood
for many decades to come.

WARRANTY

HIGHLY
DURABLE

LONG SERVICE
LIFE
HIGHLY
STABLE

Finish
Easy to work with, Accoya is ideal for both
traditional and contemporary joinery. You can
take your pick from a range of bespoke factory
finishes, and thanks to its stability, your chosen
coatings stay looking pristine for much longer
than regular wood.
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Sustainability
Accoya is 100% non toxic, making it the ideal
environmental choice. For all external joinery
Butlers Spray Centre use Teknos coatings and
for other joinery Sikkens is also used. Both
brands have been tried and tested on Accoya.
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WORLDWIDE
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About us
Butlers Spray Centre is a family run business and has been in the wood finishing
trade since 1996 spanning over two generations.
We stock all modern paints and lacquers, combined with our expertise we are able
to produce high quality spray finishes on all types of wood to our trade and
domestic customers.
Our spray booth is fitted with two large extractor fans and an overhead tracking
system making it perfect for full factory finishing to exterior joinery, .

